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This article is about the character. For the book series, see Alex Cross (novel series). For the film series, see Alex Cross (film series). For the 2012 film, see Alex Cross (film). For Scottish footballer, see Alex Cross (footballer). Alex CrossAlex Cross Cross Character SalineElch
SpiderCreated by Beautiful Pattersonporttrade by Morgan Freeman (Kiss The Girls And Along The Spider Came) Tyler Perry (Alex Cross) in The Information UniverseMaleOcocationPolice Detective Special FBI Agent Braves Detective BlakeFamily Cross (brother, deceased) Jason Cross
(Father) Christina Cross (mother, deceased) Charlie (brother) Aaron (brother, deceased) husband Maria Simpson (deceased) Brianna Bree Stoneddamon Cross (son) Janelle Janie Cross (daughter) Alex Ali Cross Junior (son) Eva (adopted daughter) Regina Nana Mama Hope (granny)
Naomi Cross (daughter) Caroline Cross (daughter) , deceased) Stefan Tate (cousin) Brooke Pinky Gardens (cousin) religious Christian American Alex Cross is a fictional character created by author James Patterson. He is the hero of a series of books about a former FBI agent and
washington psychologist, D.C. The character of Alex Cross is an African-American detective and psychologist based in the Southeast Quarter of Washington, D.C. He began in the Washington Homicide Division, D.C. Cross returns to practice private psychology, but continues to work with
the police as needed, eventually rejoining the MPDC as a special adviser to the main case team. Cross is a very intelligent, rational man who carries his emotions in choice. He is a typical father and fully sympathetic in dealing with the public. He is very involved in society, as reflected in his
volunteer work in the Diocese of St. Anthony. Despite the fact that he makes a decent living, he chooses to live in the southeast quarter of Washington, D.C. Relatives had told Cross biography that at the age of eight his mother died of lung cancer and a year later his father died of
alcoholism, so he was sent to Washington, D.C. to live with his grandmother, whom Nana Mama calls her. Later, he discovers the truth about the death of his parents, as detailed below in parents. Eventually, he received a Doctorate in Psychology from Johns Hopkins University and then
worked as an agricultural migrant for a year. After that, he began a private practice and worked as a doctor for two years, but eventually decided to become a policeman after becoming disillusioned with the policy of the medical community (Blue Violets). Cross joined the police force
because people in his neighborhood couldn't afford his services. His first case involved two men. Shot and whose murders were written off as drug-related. Since both men found out, the investigation began and one of the men was dating a woman who was also dating a local drug dealer.
He was still living with Nana Mama and his children, Damon, Janelle (Janie), by his late wife Maria Simpson Cross and Alex Jr. (Ali) from his fiancée, Christine Johnson. Cross teaches his older children boxing in his basement (pop goes Weasel). The cross carries a 9 mm Glock pistol. He
drove a 1974 Porsche and bought a Mercedes-Benz R350 to replace the old Toyota Maria. He plays the piano to relax and has a habsa cat named Rosie, who appeared one day and never left. [The need to cite] through volunteers in the st. Anthony soup kitchen often, where he is known
as the peanut butter man. He started doing this with Maria. His police partner, John Sampson, volunteers there too. Sampson calls Sugar Cross as a term of granulation while Cross calls Sampson Man Mountain or Two John. They've been best friends since the age of 10 (pop goes
Weasel). The interests of Love Alex has bad luck with women. His wife Maria was killed before the start of the series his lover came along with the spider, Jesse Flanagan, involved in the abduction of two children, in which she is executed by lethal injection. In Kiss Girls, Cross develops a
deep friendship with Dr. Katela Kate McTiernan. There were hints of a possible romantic relationship, but they preferred to stay friends. In Jack and Jill, Alex meets Kristen Johnson for the first time and falls in love with her by cat and mouse, which begins to return. In pop goes Weasel,
Christine accepts his suggestion. Christine is then kidnapped for about a year by Jeffrey Schaefer, during which time she is pregnant with Alex Ali's son. After finding her at the end of the book, Alex meets his new son for the first time. By red roses, Christine changed. She breaks the
engagement and moves to Seattle, leaving Ali with Alex. Detective Patsy Hampton then shows interest in Alex, but she was killed by Jeffrey before anything serious could happen. An FBI agent who had participated in the Red Roses, Betsy Cavalier, showed a potential romantic interest in
Alex and the two began a relationship. She was killed by a serial killer named Mastermind he was later revealed, mentally, in a blue vibest, that Betsy loves the truth alex, even more than just a girlfriend. Later he met the Inspector of the San Francisco Police Department, Jamila Hughes,
with whom he had an affair in Blue Violet. They stayed together for a few books, but because of living away and Alex's commitment to his job, they parted in Mary Mary. After breaking up with the beautiful, Alex meets Jane Galetta, who shows some interest, but the two never officially start a
relationship, and just go out He begins his next relationship with Dr. Kayla Coles, a hospital resident in Southeast Washington, D.C. the two meet in four blind mice and start dating Mary Marie. Alex and Kayla became close in Cross. Both were born in North Carolina and grew up in
Washington, D.C Kayla has since returned to North Carolina. In Cross Country, it was revealed that Alex dated a woman named Eleanor Cox in college. Alex's first love was, before Maria and they fell in love during his summer training at The Sibley Memorial. Eleanor was killed by the tiger,
which causes great pain to Alex. Also in Cross Country, Alex meets a guardian reporter, A Dan Tennessee, in Nigeria. They share a kiss and show a romantic interest in each other, but prefer to be friends. (Adyan) is also killed by a tiger his upcoming romantic engagement with a rising star
in PD, detective Brianna Bree Stone, who was introduced in Double Cross. In deep love with Bree, Alex proposes to her in I, Alex Cross, and she happily accepts. They got married in Crossfire, finally ending Alex's bad luck. It was originally thought that Maria had been killed by an opponent
named Michael Butcher Sullivan. However, at Cross, Cross learns that his best friend, John Sampson, and another detective, Rakeem Powell, have killed Maria's real killer, Jimmy Hites Galati. Sampson couldn't tell Cross because he knew Cross wouldn't be able to deal with the fact that he
didn't do it himself. [Need to Citation] Alex finally comes to terms with the death of Maria at the end of the cross and is able to move forward, hoping to find love again in the future. Relationships with other family figures of close parents' family his mother died of lung cancer when he was nine
years old and his father died of alcohol abuse a year later - or so Alex thinks. Cross Justice reveals that his mother was strangled by her drug dealer and his father, Jason Cross, and charged for her death. Shot and believed to have been killed after falling off a bridge, Jason survived,
nursed him back to her health and moved to Florida. After a young Marine named Paul Drummond shot himself in the face, Jason took over the marine's identity and fulfilled the young man's duties in the Marines. Alex Cross and his father cross paths in The Cross of Justice and Paul
Drummond eventually reveals his true identity. Not even Nana Mama knows the truth - her sisters hid her from her and Alex. Nana Mama Alex was raised by his grandmother, Regina Mama Cross. The two have a strong relationship with each other. Regina lifted Alex using a tough love to
build his character. She allowed Alex and Sampson's best friend to be held in a prison cell after they robbed a store, to teach them a lesson. She loved him from time to time, extending to his adult years. It was alex's comfort when his wife died, and after him moving back with her and him
raising his children. She worries about Alex as he pays for his issues. She tells Alex that she doesn't want to see his children become orphans. She is also concerned about Alex's lonely life, wanting him to be happy with someone special as he did with Maria. She was up to his limit when
his job exceeded certain limits. He and his family left him in Cross, when Alex was almost killed while on a case, only to change her mind when she realized how wrong it was for her. She cried on happy birthday, Alex Cross when Alex was summoned away on Christmas Eve, worried that
he might not return. Despite occasional arguments, they consistently show support for each other. Alex has three children, two by Maria, and the other from Christine. Janelle and Damon were part of the story along spider came to pop go Weasel, when Ali appeared. Ali is like his father and
has his own book, Cross Ali, where his friend Gabriel Gabe Cowells disappears and goes looking for him. Damon and Janelle were too little to remember Maria, Alex making time with them whenever she could. He takes them to the movies or for ice cream as he trains them on boxing.
Damon attends a boarding school in Cross Country and adopted a homeless girl named Ava by the family in the murder of Alex Cross, but is believed to have been killed in Alex Cross, Run. Come find out that the burning body is supposed to be Eva' Elise, Eva's girlfriend in my crossover.
Alex and Bree spend time in the whole book looking for Eva. Eva doesn't want to be found because she's afraid she's dead because she owes someone money. At the end of the book Eva ends up helping Alex pretend to be a victim with the death of his entire family. Another family blake
cross brother Alex is Blake Cross. He first revealed, Alex Cross, that Blake was on drugs and had a fatal overdose. His death put great pressure on Alex's wife, Blake, who blames him for not helping Blake. Blake rejects Alex's attempts to help Blake's wife break off ties with the family, even
though her daughter Caroline moved into his neighborhood. Caroline Cross is Blake's daughter. Despite their proximity, she did not see Caroline or talk to Alex, mostly because she worked as a high-end escort. After she is killed by a serial killer and rapist named Zeus in the first, Alex
Cross, Alex eventually discovers Caroline's killer and closes the case. When Alex solves caroline's murder, he informs her mother, hoping to ease her pain. Naomi's other niece Alex (Naomi) is kidnapped when Naomi is kidnapped by a killer named Cassanova, in Kiss Girls, Alex leaves his
jurisdiction to find her, eventually find her and rescue her. In pop goes Weasel, Naomi makes a brief appearance for Alex's comfort when his fiancée Christine is kidnapped. Aunts Alex also aunts who come to visit him and find him. Stefan Tate is the last of Alex Cross In Cross Adalah,
Stefan was framed for the murder of both a thirteen-year-old boy named Rashon Turnbull and the rape of Sharon Lawrence (which turned out to be a lie). His niece Naomi Alex reported that Stefan had been brutally beaten by both guards and prisoners in a prison where he was serving
time. By the end of the novel, Stefan is freed from all charges and he is still his fiancée Patty Converse. Friends of John Sampson Main Article: John Sampson (Personality) Alex is best friend and partner with Detective John Sampson. They met when Alex moved to Washington, D.C. After
his parents died and became great friends. They were constant buddies, even stealing stores together. They see each other as brothers. Regina was going to take John when his parents got into trouble with the law, they broke up for a while, but later detective partners became the D.C.
Police Department. In four blind mice, they have a battle over the death of a friend, who was wrongly convicted and sentenced to death by lethal injection. John has protected Alex for much of his life, discovering Maria's killer and killing him, to spare his friend from the shock of revenge when
he has two children. When Alex discovers the cross, he forgives John and thanks him for everything he has done to protect him. This mitigates John's guilt of keeping a secret. Alex has also helped John as well, by killing Jeffrey Schaefer, who had killed john's former love interest, Nina
Childs. When John is kidnapped by the audience killer in double cross, Alex is deeply concerned for his friend and later saves him. Even when Kyle Craig, the mastermind returns to avenge Alex, John protects his family. Dr. Alex Finaly Has A Friendship with Psychiatrist Dr. Adele Finaly,
who sees him for advice. The two have great respect for each other and care for each other as well. It comforts him when Christine (Alex) lets Adele help Alex during Maria's death. Ned Mahoney while at the FBI, Alex meets Agent Ned Mahoney, who becomes his best and most loyal friend
in the office. They worked together in wolf's case and captured the killer despite his suicide in the murder of Alex Cross, ned said to keep Alex away from the search for the kidnapped children of the President of the United States. Feeling guilty, he later says everything Alex and later helps
Alex and Sampson kidnap the killer to save the children. On happy birthday, Alex Cross, Alex begins to worry about how much he and Ned are ready to go, especially when a terrorist named Hala is forced to watch her children be killed. They stop killing when Hala provides the information
they need to stop a terrorist organization. Kyle Craig although she later became an enemy, Cross used to have a strong friendship with Kyle Craig, also known as mastermind. In the past, Kyle and Alex were friends. Help each other on the cases. As an FBI agent, Kyle will give Alex useful
resources and permits. However, when Kyle is revealed to be the mastermind, killer Cavalier, Alex vows revenge and the long struggle between the two begins to continue from violets are blue to cross fire, where Kyle dies battling Alex. The interests of love cross had multiple love interests.
The three primary women in his life were his first wife Maria, his ex-fiancée Christine, and current wife Bree. Maria Cross before the series began, Alex married Maria Cross. She was killed in a car shooting (or sniper takes a bow yet) and the killer was never found. Alex raised two children
with nana mama's help. Maria is mentioned throughout this series. In the twelfth novel Cross, Maria makes an appearance in Flashback, where she is portrayed as a nice, beautiful, affectionate woman, in deep love with Alex, who loves her in return. Before her death, Alex says she is
pregnant again, but the baby must have died with the mother as the book indicates when Maria was brought to the hospital they were there six months before the birth of their second child. She dies in Alex's arms. After discovering the identity of her killer and his death by John's hand (in
fact shot by his friend Simpson whether he's either butcher or buthers friend Jimmy Hats, in The Cross, Alex finally lets go from Maria and moves. Jesse Flanagan years after Maria's death, Alex secret first dates service agent Jesse Flanagan, who works to find Maggie Rose Don and
Michael Goldberg, children kidnapped by serial killer Gary Songe in side-by-side. Then in Miami, where they share a drink or two. After michael's body is discovered, they become closer and after Sunji is captured they begin to fall in love. Many people in Alex's life, including Nana Mama
and John Sampson, disapprove of the relationship because Alex and Gesy are of different races. Alex ignores their warnings. It was later revealed that Jesse had teamed up with Secret Service agent Mike Devine, her other lover, for the exchange phase and sonji's frame to take the money.
When alex confronts her, she reveals that she was spying on Alex, but claims that he ended up falling in love instead of ending the relationship as she planned. Alex expresses his love, but can't stand what she did and reveals that Sampson had a record of her confession in murder and
kidnapping, and gave him evidence to convict her. She was sentenced to death. Alex is only a friend in her execution, at her request. She regrets before she dies and also wishes that things had changed between them. Kateyla McTieran during Kiss Girls, Alex Meets Surgeon Kate Kate
McTiernan, who Casanova, who brings together women, escaped, one of them is Alex's niece, Naomi. While she investigates Casanova and another assassin named Gentleman Caller, Kate and Alex become friends and show romantic interest in each other. When Alex gets hurt, Kate
shows great interest for him. While they both want a relationship, they realize that they are likely to end badly, because they both have such powerful characters. After solving the case casanova was killed, Kate and Alex are a teary part, wanting to stay friends. They meet again in Blue
Violet, where it is revealed that Kate is engaged, making Alex happy for her. Christine Johnson in Jack and Jill, Cross meets Damon School Principal Christine Johnson during an investigation into a murdered child. Christine's strong cross feelings lead him to postpone his desire to form a
relationship with her, because she is married. However, her husband George was killed and Christine is taken hostage. Alex catches the killer and saves Christine. In cat and mouse, she begins to return, although Christine is uncertain that she is ready for a relationship, especially given her
fears that the cross will die in duty. After a passionate kiss, they realize that they are in love. By the end of the novel, Christine was able to overcome her fear and allow a relationship to be formed. In pop goes Weasel, Alex suggests and Krisin happily accepts. Christine is kidnapped by
Alex's current nemesis, Jeffrey Schaefer and held hostage for more than a year, during which ali is pregnant. Alex finds her, meets his son for the first time, and reunites with her. In the red roses, Christine's love went and changed into a different woman. By the end of the novel, She moved
to Seattle, leaving Ali with Alex, breaking Cross's heart. Christine returns in the big bad wolf, with a cross to court to get custody. Alex is forced to give Allie to her in Mary, Mary, Christine wins custody and destroys whatever feelings Alex left for her. Christine told Alex that she might return to
Washington, so she and Ali could be near him. However, by the end of this book, Christine returns to Alex and returns to Seattle. Christine returns in a shoot to spend time with Ali, while also hinting that she really returned to Alex, aware of his engagement to Bree. She and Alex have an
argument, forcing her to leave again. Alex and Krisin have a small form of connection through the rest of the series, for Ali. Patsy Hampton in pop goes Weasel, Alex teams up with detective Patsy Hampton, to investigate Jeffrey Schaefer, who had kidnapped Christine. Patsy initially views
Alex as a competitor, but later shows interest in him. However, she was killed by Scheffer. Her death motivates the cross to go after Schaefer's revenge and later kills him in the London Bridges. Betsy Cavalieri after Even with Christine, cross partners with FBI agent Betsy Cavalier, to chase
the mastermind in the novel Red Roses. They become friends and start to like each other. As the investigation continues, she proposes a relationship, which Cross initially rejects, and feels he is not ready. Betsy pays him and the two later make love, and officially start a relationship. Betsy
begins worrying what will happen after the case is over, because they have two separate jobs because she is an FBI agent and Alex is a detective, while Alex promises that things will work out. By the end of the novel, Betsy is killed by the mastermind, Alex The Destroyer, who swears to
avenge her. In Violet is Blue, Alex discovers the identification of the mastermind as Kyle Craig, and learns that Betsy was approaching the discovery of his identity, which formed the plan of both his mastermind and Alex. The mastermind also reveals that Betsy was falling in love with him.
Alex sends the mastermind to prison for his crimes, declaring justice to Betsy. Beautiful Hughes during violets are blue, Alex partners with an inspector named Jamila Hughes, who he forms a friendship with. After the case, the mastermind/Kyle Craig is arrested, they begin a relationship.
From blue violet to Mary Mary, Alex and pretty grow more in love. In The Big Bad Wolf, Alex and Pretty express their love for each other. However, at London Bridges, Alex's job as an FBI agent begins to put pressure on his relationship with her. In Mary Mary, while on vacation with his
family and Jamilla, Alex investigates a murderer known as Mary Smith, whose relationship continues to strain. While on their next date in Los Angeles, Pretty reveals that she has met another man, while not betraying him, and realizes that their long-distance relationship cannot work,
whether they are in love or not. Alex realizes that he has lost her and the two parts on good terms, ending their relationship. Kayla Coles in Mary Mary, Alex begins dating childhood friend Kayla Coles, who is a resident physician at a hospital in Southeast Washington. Both from North
Carolina Kayla were introduced in four blind mice, making home calls to residents, including Nana Mama. The books indicate that the real reason for her visit is to see him. They share a little kiss at the London Bridges in Mary Mary, after Alex is separated from Jamila, forming a relationship.
Kayla wants to be near Alex and asks him not to leave the room when she plays a game with his children. In the cross, they still do so far and begin to fall in love. Alex's retirement from the FBI allows him to spend more time with her, strengthening their relationship, until the butcher sends
him back to work, believing that this may be his wife's killer. During one house call, Kayla is attacked by an addict and leads herself to the hospital, where Alex comes and relaxes When Kayla visits North Carolina, she decides to move there and sees that she can do more good where she
was born. The cross is heartbroken, because he knows that their relationship will end, but supports her decision. He later regrets not telling her how he feels after solving his wife's murder, seeing each other again, before she moves. She tries to convince him to move with her, but Cruz
refuses, believing he can't leave Washington, D.C. They are growing on good terms. Jane Galetta during his time investigating Mary Smith in Mary Mary, Alex and another detective named Jane Galetta, who shows interest in his, once history. However, the two remained only friends.
Eleanor Cox is revealing that Alex was having an affair with a woman named Eleanor Cox in college, before Maria. Alex mentions that Eleanor may be his first love, but before he could find out, their relationship ended. Many years later, Alex discovers that she and her entire family were
killed by a new killer called Tiger, in Cross Country. He avenges her death by taking down the tiger. Adyan Tansy in Cross Country, Alex works with a Guardian reporter named A Dan Tansy, in Nigeria. While the two investigate the mercenary and killer named Tiger, Ajan takes an interest in
Alex. When she takes him to meet her family, she says she loves him and they share a kiss. They remain friends, although Adanne continues to show interest in Alex. The tiger has killed her family as she approaches and is arrested by the police. As Alex watches, the tiger kills and rapes
her body in front of him. Alex avenges Adanne by taking down the tiger and his companions. After retiring from the FBI and his tearful breakup with Kayla, Alex meets detective Bree Stone at a retirement party for a fellow officer, and quickly begins a relationship with her. With the beginning
of the double cross, i had fallen deep into love. Bree is portrayed as a beautiful, quiet, fun, sexy woman by Alex and also a strong will, stone detective in the department. She helps him with the public killer and Kyle Craig, who escapes from prison. From double cross to first, Alex Cross, they
grow more in love and they move in with him. Bree sees his family as her own and Nana cares about mama when she almost dies. She accepts his proposal in I'm Alex Cross in Fire Cross, both Bree and Alex getting ready for their wedding, and postponing work on a case. When the case
is resolved, they marry in his backyard and honeymoon with his children and Lana Mama. However, Craig attacks them and fights Alex and kills him. Both Alex and Bree are enjoying the rest of their honeymoon, finally feeling at peace. In the murder of Alex Cross, they both live a happy
marriage and also adopt a homeless girl named Eva, after the wishes of Mama Nana. On Happy Birthday, Alex Cross, Bree is stunned that Alex must work on Christmas Eve and For his safety. By the end of the novel, they go on a double date with Sampson and Billy, where they dance
and share a kiss. In Alex Cross, running, Eva is caught abusing drugs and forced into a care home. Cross struggles with a killer named Ron Geddes, Bree kills Geddes when he tries to kill the cross. Both Bree and Alex love each other still strong and carry them together. Appearances in
Came Along The Spider (1993), Cross deals with the abduction of two wealthy children by Gary Songi. In Kiss Girls (1995), Cross battles serial killers Casanova and the gentleman caller, who brings together beautiful women, including cross's niece Naomi. In Jack and Jill (1996), the cross
rises against three murderers: two who kill high-profile people and one who kills children. In Cat and Mouse (1997), Cross shares Gary Soneji again and after dealing with him crosses paths with another killer, Mr. Smith. In Pop Goes Weasel (1999), Cross matches intelligence with a serial
killer named Jeffrey Schaefer, a British man with diplomatic immunity. In Red Roses (2000), the cross goes against a criminal who calls himself the mastermind, who commits numerous brutal bank robberies. In Violet supremo Blue (2001), Cross goes against the cult of vampires and learns
the true identity of the mastermind, who he takes down. In Four Blind Mice (2002), Cross and his friend, John Sampson, investigate three murderers who are framing seemingly innocent soldiers from the Vietnam War. In The Big Bad Wolf (2003), now a member of the FBI, Cross tries to stop
Russian gangsters known only as the Wolf. In The Bridges of London (2004), The Cross tries to stop the wolf once and for all, but the wolf has recruited Weasel, Jeffrey Schaefer, to help him take the cross down. In Mary, Mary (2005), Cross tries to stop Mary Smith, a mentally ill murderer
targeting Hollywood stars and power brokers. In Cross (2006), after he left the FBI to open a private psychology practice, Cross and John Sampson try to stop the butcher, serial rapist/killer who may be somehow connected to the murder of Alex's wife Maria. In Double Cross (2007), still in
private practice, Alex joins the Department of Defense as a special adviser to the Major Crimes Squad and is joined by John Sampson and The New Love Interest, Det. Brianna Stone, trying to stop dc's deadly audience, is a serial killer with a tendency to showmanship s who may also have
some connection to the former cross enemy, the mastermind. In Cross Country (2008), Cross travels to Africa to investigate the death of an old friend, where he was brutally beaten several times. Eventually, he uncovered a conspiracy linking the killers to U.S. and African governments. In
the trial of Alex Cross (2009), Cross writes a novel based on the experiences of his elder uncle Abraham Cross, who worked in 1906 with attorney Ben Corbett (on the order of President Theodore Roosevelt) to investigate of black citizens by the Ku Klux Klan in Udura, Mississippi. In I, Alex
Cross (2009), gets involved in the investigation into the death of a relative, which leads to a world of fantasy and violence. All leads points to a brutal killer with White House connections known only as Zeus. In Cross Fire (2010), Cross attempts to catch a sniper who is assassinating corrupt
politicians. In the midst of the investigation, the mastermind reappears. In the murder of Alex Cross (2011), the two children were kidnapped from the President of the United States, with Det. Alex Cross being one of the first to attend the scene and investigate the crime. However, there is a
mysterious figure who uses the CIA, FBI, and Secret Service to prevent him from getting involved in the case and highlight the disappearances. On Happy Birthday, Alex Cross (2012), the cross is put on the case when a poor local church box is stolen. After solving the case, he must solve
a series of murders and probably not make it home for Christmas. In Alex Cross, Run (2013), Cross must investigate three murders at the same time. While struggling to cope with the situation at home, Alex finds himself watched by someone who wants revenge on him. When the moment
comes, all Alex can do is run. In Cross Heart (2013), Alex Cross must face an unknown enemy, threatening to destroy Alex and his family. Alex has always managed to take down serial killers and survive. But now... Alex's family is targeted and if he does anything to save them... They're
going to die. In Hope to Die (2014), Alex Cross is being chased by a psychotic genius, and is forced to play a bloody game in his career. The Cross family — his loving wife Bree, the wise and living Mama, and his precious children — have been taken away. Terrified and desperate, the
cross must give this madman what he wants if he has any chance of saving the most important people in his life. The stakes have never been higher: what will Cross sacrifice to save the one he loves? In Cross Adalah (2015), when his cousin was accused of an unimaginable crime, Alex
Cross returns to his hometown of North Carolina for the first time in more than three decades. As he tries to prove his cousin's innocence in a town where justice is difficult to find, Cross reveals the secret of a family that forces him to question everything he ever knew. Chasing a ghost who
was thought to be dead a long time ago, crossover gets pulled in a case involving a series of murders. Now he is on the trail of both a cold-hearted killer and the truth about his past - and the answers he finds can be fatal. In Cross Kill (2016), the first in the BookShots series of quick-read
novels, Gary Songi died from along the spider for ten years but seems to have returned from the grave. In Crossing the Line (2016), The cross hunts a cold-blooded killer... With a conscience. Shots ring in the early morning hours in the suburbs of Washington, D.C. When smoke clears, a
senior police official lies dead, leaving the city's police force scrambling for answers. Under pressure from the mayor, Alex Cross steps into a leadership vacuum to eliminate the issue. In Detective Cross (2017), the second in the BookShots series of fast-read novellas, a patient from Alex
Cross is a suspect. An anonymous caller has promised to detonate deadly bombs in Washington, D.C. Tough trick or the real deal? By the time Alex Cross and his wife, Bree Stone, revealed the chilling truth, it may already be too late... In The People vs. Alex Cross (2017), Alex Cross is on
the wrong side of the law. Serving a suspension of force while he awaits trial for murder, Cross has described a happy trigger policeman, another bad apple walking the streets with a gun, an accusation that Cross will do anything to refute. To feel useful again, Cross opens a counselling
office in the basement of his house. When former partner Sampson appears in need of help, Cross jumps on the opportunity, even if it can cost him the rest of his career. When a series of young, blonde women go missing, the investigation leads Cross and Sampson to the most perverted,
darkest corners of the internet. Struggling to prove his innocence and uncover the truth lurking online, The Cross must risk everything to save its most vulnerable patient from all... Same. In goal: Alex Cross (2018), the president was killed and no one felt lost more than Alex Cross, who
dedicated his life to the common good. Wolf wolf antagonists turned out to be several people. With the exception of Clara Lodge, the individuals who take the name share common characteristics: russian males of height, strength and great sports; Russian men of great stature, strength and
sports; and Russian men of high character. Working for the Russian Mafia; In the great evil wolf, Pasha Sorokin is initially thought to be the wolf. He is known by several aliases, primarily by ari Manning, an influential Israeli businessman based in Miami. The cross follows the cycle of human
smuggling sorokin by taking down his accomplices, which led to Sorokin's arrest at his Palm Beach mansion. While Sorokin is in custody, his accomplices are killed while in witness protection. On her way to court for the first time, a police convoy carrying Sorokin was ambushed. Another
wolf, Anton Krystyakov, blows up Sorokin with a rocket launcher to prevent him from betraying them. In London Bridges, the wolf threatens to bomb New York City, London, Paris, Frankfurt and Washington. C in the absence of a multi-billion dollar ransom payment. He bombs a small town in
Nevada and a village in rural England to prove his point. Clara Lodge is the Czech widow of Martin Lodge, head of Scotland Yard. Clara's holding the Cross family hostage to ensure Ransom money receives, so you can use it to stop other wolves. Anton Krytyakov is the ultimate wolf. He
was recruited by CIA Director Thomas Weir and left the Soviet Union in 1990. Cristoyakov moved to Paris and was reunited with his family. However, they were killed when their house exploded in 1994, prompting Christyakov to switch to the agency. The cross recognizes Christyakov and
gives a chase. Krystyakov commits suicide before he is arrested. [1] Wassel Jeffrey Schaefer, also known as Weasel, is a British Army colonel who later gets a job at MI6 and works as a diplomat at the British Embassy in Washington. In pop goes Weasel, it proved that while it was
deployed in Bangkok, he started a game called The Four Musketeers with three other British officers and involved in the killing of prostitutes. Scheffer continues to kill after being deployed at the embassy, and in some cases sells the kidnapped women to one of the other knights. Schaefer
kills Patsy Hampton, severs his diplomatic immunity to appear in court for her murder, and was acquitted in a dramatic trial. In the Bahamas, Schaefer kills the other three knights and then appears to have gone out and drowned during an underwater brawl with Cross. Scheffer but remains
in disguise back in England to kill his wife Lucy. In the Bridges of London, Scheffer settles in Salvador, Brazil, but is forced to work in the wolf and is assigned to kill Cross. In London, Schaefer holds a cross at gunpoint but fails to predict that the second will resist. The cross gets the upper
hand in the brawl and kills Scheffer. Kyle Craig and FBI Agent Kyle Craig, also known as mastermind, is the biggest cross enemy. They were originally close friends and worked out big issues, including the abduction of the cross's niece in Kiss Girls. The mastermind in the Red Roses is
presented as the head of a local crime outburst that includes robbery and murder. At the end of the novel Alex's partner is raped and killed and the reader is aware that Craig is the culprit. In Violet is Blue Alex discovers his identity and the two have a physical confrontation. Craig was
sentenced to maximum security prison in Colorado, Alex visits to consult with him in cases until Kyle escapes in a double cross. Craig makes fun of the cross throughout the next few novels. In Cross Fire, Craig hides himself in the uniform of FBI agent Max Seigel, and gets himself set to
cross the 'last case'. After the case is resolved, Craig decides to go after the Cross family. Eventually, Craig shoots at the oxygen tank, killing himself. Tiger and Ian Flathery in Cross Country, while investigating the murder of his ex-girlfriend Eleanor Cox, Cross encounters Tiger and his crew
of brutal teenagers. Looks like Ian Flathery, a CLA agent, did it before he got to Africa. At the end of the novel, Alex kills the tiger. long wild chase and confrontation, while Ian Flaherty was endangered and arrested. Gary Soneji and Gary Soneji first appear in The Spider's Side. He kidnaps
two children at the end of this book Soneji in prison, but in kiss girls, he escapes. In Jack and Jill, Cross called Gary, says he'll meet him soon. In cat and mouse, Songi returns, opening fire at subway stations and killing his wife Missy. He locks his daughter Ronnie into the cellar as it
happened to him as a child. Eventually Cross discovers that while in prison Gary was raped and now he has an incurable disease, sending Soneji on a killing spree. Gary goes after the man who raped him, but blocks his cross leading to a chase in the subway. Gary reveals he has a bomb
and the cross shoots him. Gary falls and the bomb explodes, setting Sonji on fire, killing him. The cross was later attacked at his home by Gary's friend, after sonji asked earlier. The public killer public, or DCAK (DC Killer Audience), appears in Double Cross. He loves killing people in front of
the public in Double Cross, the mastermind escapes from prison and works with DCAK. He revealed that two of the killers work together as a public killer, a man and a woman. They kidnap Sampson and drive Cross and Stone to a building where they reveal themselves. Cross, Anthony
and Sandy, Anthony and Sandy were both lovers and siblings. Bree shoots Sandy, kills her, cross and Anthony fighting to death, but Anthony lives and threatens revenge. Butcher Butcher, Michael Sullivan, is a serial rapist/murderer who was around when Maria got shot by Alex's wife. He
pops up after nearly thirteen years and Cross and Sampson discover that he is responsible for multiple rapes. They also conclude that Michael killed Maria. Michael has three sons and a wife. He has a home in Massachusetts, where they go when they are in danger or in a run. When Alex
and Sampson confront him, he denies killing Maria. When Michael takes his wife hostage to avoid being caught, he turns his gun on Alex, but John Sampson is too fast for him and kills Michael, thus barely saving Alex's life. [Patterson, James: The Cross; Chapter 120, II ¶.] Zeus Zeus
debuts in I, Alex Cross, where Alex's niece, Caroline, relentlessly gives Alex a chase. The secret service discovers that Zeus has a connection to the White House, Zeus kills escorts. He's been a killer for rent and worked for a mob family he's once been a partner with the butcher despite
appearing only briefly in past memories and never meeting Alex, Jimmy Hats plays a big role in the series. Her death motivates Alex to find her killer and take cases. It was later revealed that Sampson killed Jimmy. Harold 'Grandpa' Ken Grandpa is the head of the mysterious crime of a
fertilizer company in Cross Adalah that transports drugs to and from Starksville. He's willing to kill anyone who dares to find out what's up to and foil his evil plans. No one knows who he was until the end of the novel, revealing that he was nothing but The Grandfather of Rashon Turnbull
himself Harold Kane. He enjoyed killing Rahshon because he felt that Rashon had humiliated him because of the color of Rashon's skin. In other media she played Morgan Freeman Cross in two feature films. Cross is portrayed by Morgan Freeman in the 1997 film Kiss Girls and the 2001
film Came Along the Spider. Tyler Perry portrays him in the 2012 alex cross film. Kiss the girls in Kiss Girls, Alex is portrayed as an informer and psychiatrist, who specializes in cases with the most terrifying killers and situations. After dealing with a case where he convinces a woman who
shot her husband in self-defense not to commit suicide and comes in for questioning, Alex is informed of the disappearance of his niece Naomi. In North Carolina, Alex works with investigators Ruskin, Davy Sykes, and FBI Agent Kyle Craig. He discovers that a serial killer called Casanova
is kidnapping and sometimes killing women. Team up with Kate McTiernan, who is the only woman to escape Casanova, and both discover that another killer, a gentleman caller, works alongside Casanova. With the help of Naomi's friend, Seth, they save the girls. After the caller catches
gentleman and Casanova escapes, Kate calls the cross for dinner. However, before Alex's departure, Casanova discovers that He is really Roskin and guesses that he is going to kill Kate. Arrives in time to prevent him from killing her, but is unable to use his gun because of the gas leak he
caused. In an attempt to gain time, Alex talks to Nick, growing angry when he talks about holding Naomi hostage. Alex laughs, claiming that she is herself, Alex shoots through a milk carton (to extinguish any spark) and kills. Along the spider came in along the spider came along, Alex
struggling to forgive himself for the sting process that goes wrong and ends with the death of a partner. He intends to retire, but receives a phone call from Gary Songi, who kidnapped a young girl, Megan Rose, forcing him to take over the case. He ends up with secret service agent Jesse
Flanagan after discovering Sonji's hideout, Alex figure disfigures that he's trying to create a crime of the century, in parallel with Lindbergh is kidnapped and with the help of Gezi, Alex Sonji stops the kidnapping of the son of the Russian president, Dmitry Stardobov. (Jesse) asks (Alex) why
he takes such issues answers that people find something they have a gift for, or that they like to do and get good in, telling her that you are what you do. During their conversation, Songi breaks into the house, drops Jesse, and carries Alex at gunpoint. They talk and Alex realizes that Sonji
wasn't the one who got the exchange and that he no longer had Megan when Jesse wakes up and attacks Sonji, Alex kills him with a gun. Alex discovers that Jesse and another Secret Service agent, Ben Devine, discovered Sonji's plan and decided to take the money. When Jezzie follows



to her hideout, he sees her trying to kill Megan, now her captive, after killing Ben. Alex denies that she was ever his partner and shoots her in self-defense, killing her. After that, Alex takes Megan back to her parents. Actor/director Tyler Perry portrays the character in the 2012 reboot of the
film Alex Cross, a loose adaptation of The Cross. Alex is married to Maria and lives with her and their children and Lana Mama in Detroit. He is partnering with childhood friend Tom Kane and new intern, Monica Ash. After solving a case, Alex returns home and learns about his wife's
pregnancy. Realizing that he needs a better salary and more time with his family, he decided to join the FBI, which will lead to a move to Washington D.C, and plans to tell Maria. Alex discovers that Tom is involved with Monica, and refuses. Alex shares news of his wife's pregnancy and his
decision to take over the FBI job. Tom wants him to back off and continue their partnership. Alex and Tom investigate the murder of Van Yao Lee, a wealthy woman, and discover that the killer is a murderer, whom they call Picasso. They prevent him from killing his next target, Eric
Nunescher, Alex, who argues that businessman Giles Mercier is the next target and that someone is paying Picasso to kill them. Alex tries to convince Maria that the FBI job is right for them, but she doesn't want to leave Detroit. Alex receives a phone call from Picasso, who reveals that he
has killed Monica and begins to ridicule him. He realizes that Picasso is targeting his wife with a sniper rifle. He rushes to rescue her, but she was shot from afar. Die in his arms and Tom rests in the hospital. After the funeral, Alex receives another call from Picasso, who Alex says he
originally planned to kill him, but he changed his mind so Alex could feel something worse than death himself. Alex vows revenge, but Nana Mama is trying to convince him to let go of his anger. Alex tells her that he has to find a way to live without Maria, and that he would kill Picasso to
protect the family. Tom and Alex learn from Picasso's license number from a drug dealer, who tortures Information. It's too late to stop Picasso from killing Mercier, and they chase him into an abandoned theater, where Alex Picasso is killed by making him fall to his death. Tom saves him
from falling after Picasso. Alex later discovers that Mercier was Picasso's original employer, who faked his death and fled to Indonesia. Alex manages to frame him for cocaine possession and Mercier is executed by a firing squad. At the end of the movie, Alex takes the FBI job. Tom shows
him his own FBI application, hoping to work together again. Alex goes home and watches from afar as his children and his grandmother pack for Washington D.C., realizing that it is a real reason to live. The differences of film novels do not match the novels in the following ways: the first two
films do not mention Maria. In the 2012 reboot alex cross, Maria's character is different from her portrayal in The Cross. The gentle and shy woman in the novel becomes more willable and open-minded in the film. In Kiss Girls, Nana Mama, Older Janelle and Vicky appear, without Damon
and without talking. At length came the spider, just shows Vicky. In Alex Cross, Damon and Janelle both appear. However, Janelle is now the older brother. Janelle appears to have a strong relationship with her elders. In Alex Cross, Alex and his family live in Detroit. John Sampson makes a
few appearances in Kiss Girls but absent in the spider came along. In the 2012 film, a new character, Tommy Kane, is Alex's childhood friend and partner with an extended role. Nana Mama is seen in two of the three films. Her short appearance in Kiss Girls, was followed by a larger role in
the 2012 film, where she is portrayed as a tough woman, full of cruel love. She shows sadness when Maria is killed, saying she loved her like a daughter. Trying to convince him not to seek revenge the main villain of the 2012 film, which goes by Picasso, is the villain of the cross, there
known as Michael Butcher Sullivan. In the film, he adopts the alias, Butcher Sligo, but his real name has not been revealed. In Alex Cross, Sullivan is Maria's killer. The audio books were both released by Alex Cross in the form of Audiobook. Peter J. Fernandez portrayed the cross on seven
audiobook edits. Other voices include Sean Andrew, Michael Putman, Andre Brae More, Tim Kaine, Keith David, Robert Guillaume, Robin Santiago-Hudson, Blair Underwood and Elton Fitzgerald White. References ^ [1] Retrieved from 219 Christmas First Edition (US)Author James
Patterson and Maxine PaetroCountryUnited StatesLanguageLanguagegeries Women's Murder Club (Novel Series)ThrillerPublisherLittle, Brown &amp; Co. dateOclication. 7, 2019[1] Media TypePrint (Hardcover) [2]Pages368 pp (First Edition, Hardcover) ISBN978-0316420273Preced
by18th Abduction (2019)  Christmas is the 20th novel in the novel series The Murder Club Of Women [Note 1] by James Patterson and Maxine Paetro. [3] The Christmas plot is coming on San Francisco. Detective Sergeant Lindsey Box, her family and friends from the Women's Murder Club
have a lot to celebrate. Journalist Cindy Thomas is working on a story about the true meaning of Christmas in San Francisco. Then a series of crimes and threats of horrific crimes to come put the entire police force into non-stop action. At first, all they have is a name, Le Mans, behind the
threats. It takes until Christmas before enough pieces together to find enough hope to determine where Le Mans can be captured. Joe Hartlaub wrote a very positive review of this novel in Book Reporter, referring to the Women's Kill Club series, saying: I tend to call the 19th birthday the
best entry in the series yet... [4] This book was in first place in the collection of print and e-book novels from the New York Times Best Sellers list on October 27, 2019. [5] References ^ This is the release date for the hardcover version. Other editions have been issued on other dates. ^ Also
released as Amazon's Jerusalem Edition, The Book Of Audio, and The Book on CD and As A Normal Savoy. ^ Amazon.com signed, in . ^ Hartlaub, Christmas 19, Book Reporter Online, October 11, 2019, . ^ The New York Times Online, March 10, 2019, in . Remarks ^ Women's Murder
Club: The trial sometimes launches fifteen and a half in this series, which makes 19th birthday novel 19th in the series in this case. Retrieved from
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